Introduction of New Members

Carlton L Cooley Sr 824 Sq

Carlton L Cooley Sr 824 Squadron and his wife Betty have joined the Association. They are from Ocala, Florida. He worked as a refueler and was referred to us by J. Hollis in December 1990 but the address was not current. Charlie & Carm McKew were able to find him, resulting in his recent membership in April 1992.

Photo above from left to right: Harold A Saxe, R/O, Donald L Olson, U/G, and Eugene C Stamm, C/P. Kneeling from left to right: William H Hiller, E, and Marcus D Armfield, B/G. Taken during supply mission to Istres, France, September 26, 1994.

Donald L Olson 824 Squadron

Donald L Olson, 824 Squadron, from Arcadia, CA became a new member in July of 1992. He served as an armor/gunner on William F Gaskill's crew. The other members of his crew are:
- Marcus D Armfield-B/G, NC
- Arnold M Bree (D-B)
- Raymond Bush-N/G, Philadelphia, PA
- William F Gaskill-P, Huntsville, AR, (Member)
- William H Hiller-E, SC
- Telsa I Johnson (D)-N, Berry Creek, CA, (Was member)
- Donald L Olson-U/G, Arcadia, CA, (Member)
- Marshall D Preston, G
- Harold A Saxe-R/O, AR
- Eugene C Stamm-C/P, San Francisco, CA,

(see above right for crew photo)

Charles H Gover 825 Squadron

Charles H Gover has joined the Association and has sent us the following photographs shown below.

Charles H Gover, right, shown with his dog Turbo, begging.

Charles H Gover, taken in Bari.